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Abstract
Geographic services based on GPS trajectory data, such as location
prediction and recommender services, have received increasing atten-
tion because of their potential social and commercial benefits. In this
study, a Geographic Service Recommender Model (GSRM) is pro-
posed, which loosely comprises three essential steps. Firstly, location
sequences are obtained through a clustering operation on GPS loca-
tions. To improve efficiency, a programming model with a distributed
algorithm is employed to accelerate the clustering. Secondly, in order
to mine spatial and temporal information from the cluster trajectory,
an algorithm (MiningMP) is designed. Last but not least, the next pos-
sible location to which the user will travel is predicted. An integrated
framework of GSRM could then be constructed and provide the
appropriate geographic recommendation service by considering loca-
tion sequences as well as other related semantic information.
Experiments were conducted based on real GPS trajectories from
Microsoft Research Asia (182 users within a period of five years). The
experimental results clearly demonstrate that our proposed GSRM
model is effective and efficient at predicting locations and can provide
users with personalized smart recommendation services in the follow-
ing possible position with excellent performance in scalability,
adaptability, and quality of service.
K E YWORD S
distributed computing, location-based services, location prediction,
recommender service, trajectory pattern
1 | INTRODUCTION
The pervasiveness of Global Positioning System (GPS) devices enables people to conveniently acquire personal geo-
graphical location information that contains user geographical trajectories and also implies individual behavior and reg-
ular social patterns (Furletti, Cintia, Renso, & Spinsanti, 2013; Lian & Xie, 2014). Furthermore, recommender services
can be provided to enable individuals to discover interesting locations based on the knowledge mined from other
human behaviors (Bao, Zheng, & Mokbel, 2012; Zheng & Xie, 2011; Sagl, Delmelle, & Delmelle, 2014; Gao, 2015).
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As we know, public places are visited frequently by individuals (Ying, Lu, Lee, Weng, & Tseng, 2010). It can be inferred
that these individuals have similar interests and behavior, which theoretically can be mined from GPS trajectory data
(Ye, Zheng, Chen, Feng, & Xie, 2009; Xiao, Zheng, Luo, & Xie, 2010).
With the development of GPS devices and cloud computing technology, geographical position trajectories have
been established during interactions with reality and cyberspace. A huge amount of trajectory data provides new
research opportunities to help understand social behaviors and dynamic communities in different situations, including
even hidden human behaviors. This condition makes all kinds of innovative applications possible. The following are
two instances:
1. Most traveling users leave behind a series of GPS trajectories; thus, it is possible to understand users’ spatio-
temporal patterns. For example, there are two local residents: User 1 and User 2. They frequently travel around
Location A where there are some services (e.g. restaurants, cinemas, hotels). Based on their GPS trajectories, we
can infer their preference so that we can provide quick services before User 1 and User 2 reach Location A again,
which is of great value to the business owners because they can provide better recommendation services for con-
sumers, such as the message of discount coupons.
2. Recommendation service is also of great value to individuals. If User 3 is a foreign tourist, then he/she may have
no idea about the surrounding environment upon arriving at Location A. In this case, the experiences of local resi-
dents may be useful for User 3. Because User 1 and User 2 frequently travel around Location A, we could infer
Location-A to be a hot spot with some candidate services that could be offered to User 3.
Based on these two instances, a hot spot is critical to recommendation services because it represents a certain
meaningful point. However, raw GPS trajectory data include only latitude, longitude and time without further semantic
information, from which we cannot know whether one GPS point is a hot spot or whether one GPS point belongs to a
specific meaningful region. Fortunately, the amount of GPS trajectory data is huge, from which we can discover new
information. There are some patterns in these huge data, such as temporal and spatial patterns.
1. Temporal pattern: This means some chronological phenomenon (Yuan, Cong, Ma, Sun, & Magnenat-Thalmann,
2013; Gao, Tang, & Liu, 2012). For example, a user often has similar GPS trajectories during his or her workdays.
By observing a history of locations, one can infer hourly patterns of a day, e.g. going to the office around 9 a.m.
on workdays.
2. Spatial pattern: Users tend to visit nearby hot places instead of places further away. This means that the distance
between the current location and the next location has some influences on the user’s mobile behavior (Guo, Zhu,
Jin, Gao, & Andris, 2012; Yuan, et al., 2013).
These two patterns provide a promising tool for analyzing users’ real-world behavior, which could potentially
improve location-based services such as traffic forecasts and geographic recommendation services (Gao et al., 2012).
In this article we focus on mining the above patterns, predicting the next location and providing a corresponding
geographic service recommendation.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The related research is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 explains
the proposed model in detail; Section 3.1 elaborates the definitions and context of our study, Section 3.2 presents the
overview of the model, Section 3.3 focuses on the clustering process, Section 3.4 describes the movement pattern mining,
and Section 3.5 focuses on geographic recommendation services. Section 4 presents the experiments and the evaluation
and, finally, conclusions are given in Section 5, followed by a discussion of future research directions for this topic.
2 | RELATED RESEARCH
In order to mine the individual behavior and then provide a better recommendation, there are two challenges that
need to be addressed. The first challenge relates to efficiently retrieving clusters from raw GPS trajectory data; the
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other challenge relates to discovering movement patterns based on the clustered result so that a smart recommenda-
tion service can be developed.
Regarding the first problem, clustering analysis of the raw data and mining of meaningful information from
unstructured datasets requires complex and intensive computing. There have already been many successful cases in
the past decades. Ester proposed a DBSCAN algorithm that is able to discover clusters of arbitrary shape (Ester,
Kriegel, Sander, & Xu, 1996). Arthur optimized the k-means clustering method by seeding the initial centers (Arthur &
Vassilvitskii, 2007). Because the two abovementioned general methods for clustering data may miss some significant
places (Gonzalez, Hidalgo, & Barabasi, 2008), an improved algorithm was adopted to cluster GPS trajectory data into
different geographic regions (Zheng, Zhang, Ma, & Xie, 2011). Guo proposed an algorithm for clustering massive spatial
GPS points based on Delaunay triangulation, which exploited the spatial contiguity of GPS trajectory data (Guo et al.,
2012). Andrienko used a density-based method to cluster GPS trajectory data, in which the clustered result could be
visually analyzed (Andrienko et al., 2009). A space-time cube (STC) was utilized to mine the frequent stopping locations
from pedestrian GPS trajectories (McArdle, Demsar, van der Spek, & McLoone, 2014). However, visual pictures can
become cluttered in STC for large amounts of trajectory data. So Demsar introduced the concept of 3D space–time
density of trajectories (Demsar & Virrantaus, 2010). There have also been different distance measures (e.g. perpendicu-
lar, parallel, and angle) that can be applied to grouping raw GPS trajectories (Biljecki, Ledoux, & van Oosterom, 2013;
Ying et al., 2010). However, these distance measures are incapable of determining user preference because little mean-
ing exists among these raw data. The Stay Point method was efficiently used to extract meaningful information from
raw data (Park, Hong, & Cho, 2007; Zheng & Xie, 2011) and can help to find points of interest (POIs). A method of
automatically building region with an O (n2) time complexity was proposed (Guo & Wang, 2011). To understand the
spatio-temporal patterns in mobility data consisting of origin-destination pairs, spatial clustering of massive GPS points
was proposed with O (nlog n) time complexity (Guo et al., 2012). The clustering methods mentioned above belong to
data-intensive computing methods that normally cost a large amount of computing time. The time of clustering compu-
tation will increase rapidly with an increasing amount of data. In order to meet the computing demand of big data and
decrease the time of clustering computing, inspired by the parallel computation (Anchalia, Koundinya, & Srinath, 2013;
Wang et al., 2013), we proposed a parallel clustering algorithm based on k-means, which often is considered to be of
“linear” complexity in practice.
Regarding the second challenge, during the past several years, with the wide use of personal GPS devices, the
study of extracting POIs and even obtaining user preferences has become more and more popular. A collaborative rec-
ommendation model incorporating temporal, geographical, and social information was proposed by Yuan et al. (2013).
A recent study showed that similar check-in behavior can help to improve the accuracy of recommendations (Gao and
Liu, 2015). However, because of a lack of check-in and social information, we have only used temporal and geographi-
cal information. To find the characteristic points of each GPS trajectory in a line segmentation process, some studies
based on LBS (Location-Based Services) have also been explored successfully, such as grouping the trajectories, provid-
ing location recommendations, and predicting movement based on frequent patterns (Zhang et al., 2001; Ashbrook &
Starner, 2003; Monreale, Pinelli, Trasarti, & Giannotti, 2009). The methods of Zhang, Kao, Yip, and Cheung (2001) and
Ashbrook and Starner (2003) were able to mine the sequential marshal pattern but are not appropriate here due to
poor scalability to large GPS datasets. To understand spatio-temporal properties, a method based on T-pattern Trees
was proposed, which may be used as a predictor of the next location with complex computing to build a tree
(Monreale et al., 2009). Perego, Orlando, and Palmerini, (2001) proposed an enhanced Apriori algorithm for frequent
patterns. Nevertheless, this algorithm is incapable of handling situations with a very long sequence. As for processing
long sequences, Pei et al. (2001) proposed the PrefixSpan algorithm, which can reduce the mining time by exploring
prefix-projections.
In contrast to these abovementioned studies, we aim to provide a location recommendation service for moving
customers and taking into consideration spatial as well as temporal information from location sequences. In this
research, the loosely coupled model Geographic Service Recommender Model (GSRM) is proposed to predict users’
preferences and provide appropriate recommender services. In brief, the proposed model has three advantages over
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these existing studies. Firstly, by exploring the spatial pattern, it can extract significant spatial regions from raw GPS
data with higher efficiency and accuracy using the k-means11 algorithm under the Hadoop platform. Second, by con-
sidering the influence of temporal periodicities and time sequence, it employs user preferences and the PrefixSpan
algorithm to calculate frequency patterns. Last, there is a linked list to connect POIs and clusters so that the next possi-
ble location of moving users can be predicted with higher probability and better personalized recommendation services
can be provided.
3 | METHODOLOGY
3.1 | Terminology
In this study, we first define a hot region as a Stay Point (Zheng & Xie, 2011) and then cluster all Stay Points to extract
public hot spots. The following definitions are used.
Definition 1. (GPS Points): GPS Points P5fp1; p2; . . . ; png. Each GPS point pi 2 P contains the latitude ðpi:LatÞ, longi-
tude ðpi:LngtÞ, and time stamp ðpi:TÞ.
Definition 2. (GPS Trajectory): On a 2D plane (Figure 1), we can sequentially connect GPS points into a curve based
on their time sequences and split this curve into a GPS Trajectory (Traj) if the time interval between consecutive GPS
points is less than a certain threshold DT. Thus, Traj5p1 ! p2 ! . . . ! pjPj , where pi 2 P; pi11:T>pi:T and
pi11:T2pi:T<DTð1  i<jPjÞ.
Definition 3. (Stay Point): A Stay Point denotes a geographic region in which a user stays over a time threshold ðTthrehÞ
within the distance threshold ðDthrehÞ as radius. The set of Stay Points is denoted as
SSet5fS1; S2; . . . ; Si; . . . ; Sng; n5jSSetj. As shown in Figure 1, a single Stay Point Si 2 SSet can be regarded as a virtual
location characterized by a group of consecutive GPS points.
Definition 4. (Cluster): Suppose that Si is a Stay Point and there are n Stay Points in total, then a Cluster is defined
from the finite set of the Stay Points as C5fS1; S2; S3; . . . ; Snng; nn5jCj, and the corresponding set of the clusters is
recorded as CSet5fC1;C2;C3; . . . ;Ckg; k5jCSetj
Definition 5. (Cluster Trajectory): A Cluster Trajectory is defined as CTraj5C1 ! C2 ! C3 ! . . . ! Ck , Ci 2 CSet and
is a cluster that signifies a location.
Definition 6. (CTrajPrefix): Suppose that two CTraj trajectories are denoted by A5he1e2 . . . eni and B5he'1e'2 . . . e'mi
ðm  nÞ of the user, if e'i5eiforði  m21Þ, then B is the CTrajPrefix of A.
Definition 7. (CTrajPostfix): Let A5he1e2 . . . eni be a CTraj trajectory, and A's CTrajPrefix be
B5he1e2 . . . em21emiðm  nÞ, A's CTrajPostfix denoted as C5hem11em12 . . . eni w.r.t. CTrajPrefixB.
Definition 8. (SubCTraj): Given two CTraj trajectories are denoted by A5ha1a2 . . . ani and B5hb1b2::bmi;m  n, we
consider B as a SubCTraj of A, i.e. B  A, if there exist 1  j1<j2< . . .<jm  n such that b1  aj1 ; b2  aj2 ; . . . ; bm  ajm .
Definition 9. (Projection): Given two CTraj trajectories A and B such that B  A, A' is denoted a Projection of A with
respect to CTrajPrefix B if and only if (1) A'  A; (2) B  A'; (3) :8A''; ðB  A''Þ&ðA'  A''Þ&ðA' 6¼ A''Þ.
FIGURE 1 GPS trajectory of the user
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Definition 10. (Projected database): Suppose that sequence A is a sequential pattern of database D, A's projected
database denoted as DjA, which is a set of postfix sequences and contains all postfix sequences with respect to CTrajPr
efix A.
These definitions will be illustrated in the following section.
3.2 | Overview of our GSRM model
The structure of the proposed GSRM model can be seen in Figure 2, which is organized in a layered manner from com-
ponent I to component V. The first component shows the method for extracting Stay Points from GPS data, in which
we can find POIs. The second component shows the clustering algorithm, which is implemented by using the
k-means11 algorithm to cluster all Stay Points in order to explore the behavior of public users and some meaningful
points (e.g. restaurants, tennis courts) for later recommendation services, like C0 a cluster including four Stay Points.
The third component shows building the cluster trajectory, which is based on the results of component II. Note that a
location of the trajectory here is a cluster of Stay Points, like C0 and its next location C1. Component IV shows the
FIGURE 2 GSRMarchitecture
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method for extracting movement patterns based on the sequential patterns (Pei et al., 2001). Then, according to the
sequential patterns, we can predict the next possible location to which the user will travel. This process helps obtain
frequency patterns and predict the next location. Unlike other recommendation systems, we consider both geographi-
cal location information and contextual semantic information. Finally, component V shows how the system can provide
online geographic recommendation services for users with contextual awareness.
For example, based on the result of component III, we assume that a cluster trajectory for User 0 is
C0 ! C1 ! C3, and the next possible location may be cluster C2 or C4; according to the predicted result from compo-
nent IV, we recommend cluster C2 for User 0 due to C2 having a higher frequency (count528); next, joined with the
recommendation context such as time, we further recommend the specific point in the cluster C2, which may include
famous restaurants, tennis courts, and other places. As we can see from the component V of Figure 2, if the current
time is 11:00-13:00, a restaurant may be recommended for User 0; if the current time is 15:00-18:00, especially on
Saturday or Sunday, a tennis court may be recommended for User 0.
In the following three sub-sections, we will only focus on the three core parts of the GSRM model, including the
clustering algorithm in component II, the movement pattern algorithm in component IV, and geographic recommenda-
tion services in component V of the GSRM, respectively.
3.3 | Clustering process based on Stay Points
The clustering process is a core component of GSRM, which consists of three parts, i.e. raw data pre-processing, clus-
tering algorithm, and parallel design for our algorithm.
In the raw data pre-processing, the time factor was added into the model (Andrienko et al., 2009; McArdle et al.,
2014). We clustered GPS trajectories data according to the different time cycles, such as workdays and weekends.
Then Stay Points through the GPS trajectory traversal of each user were extracted. If a recommendation service is
directly implemented for all GPS points of a user, it will sacrifice the high cost of time and space since the volume of
these raw data with latitude, longitude, and time stamp is very large. Moreover, according to Definition 1, GPS data
contain less semantic information. In other words, it only includes the position’s coordinate and time stamp, and it can-
not reflect the natural semantic information of this point (e.g. name). Similarly, GPS trajectories in Definition 2 only
express the user’s movement trace, and they cannot report which points are significant places. Based on Definition 3,
we can obtain the set of all Stay Points SSet. Compared with a raw GPS point, each Stay Point carries a particular
semantic meaning, such as shopping malls accessed and restaurants visited. Furthermore, based on Definitions 4 and 5
and using the next clustering algorithm, the cluster of Stay Points and cluster trajectory of Stay Points could be built
instead of the trajectory of GPS points. Generally, the cluster can be regarded as an interesting hot spot since there
are many users staying within a certain geographic region for a period.
Thus, a set of all Stay Points from each user’s GPS points SSet can be obtained. Considering the aggregate nature
of the point of interest, the similar Stay Points were clustered in order to reflect the more significant information of
hot spots. Different from the algorithm of clustering points based on point density (Ester et al., 1996), we cluster all
Stay Points via the k-means11 algorithm under the cloud platform that is more efficient than a density-based algo-
rithm (Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2007), especially in the case with a large volume of GPS data added into the set of the
GPS trajectories. We assumed that the set of Stay Points denotes SSet, and the set of clusters denotes CSet. According
to our previous work, we obtained jCSetj5190, which used the DBSCAN algorithm to pre-process and cluster the
other Stay Points (Ester et al., 1996). The detailed description of the optimized algorithm can be seen in Appendix-A.
There are two main parts of the algorithm for clustering Stay Points. First, using a weighted probability distribution,
the candidate points can be found by using the k-means11 algorithm. Second, using these candidate points as the
centers of clusters, the Stay Points can be clustered based on the k-means algorithm. The set of the clustering Stay
Points CSet then can be obtained.
To satisfy the requirements of quick responses to users, considering the scalability to large GPS datasets, we dis-
tribute the complex clustering task to multiple CPUs in order to accelerate the k-means11 algorithm by utilizing the
Hadoop platform, as shown in Figure 3. The first step is to select the candidate points by using the algorithm in
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Appendix A. The second step in designing MapReduce routines for k-means11 is to define and handle the input and
output of implementation (Jeffrey & Sanjay, 2008). The Reduce procedure (left side of Figure 3) and the Mapper proce-
dure (right side of Figure 3) are executed in parallel on pairs of (key, value) data members (Anchalia et al., 2013). Finally,
the result file of clustering computations can be produced by the Reduce procedure.
3.4 | Movement patterns mining in GSRM
As described above, we obtained the set of clustering Stay Points CSet that can be further transformed into the Cluster
trajectory CTraj according to Definition 5. In our GSRM model, based on this CTraj, we firstly constructed sequences.
Then the movement patterns from these sequences, which reflect users’ preferences, can be mined.
Many algorithms are available to mine the sequential marshal pattern, such as the Apriori (Perego et al., 2001),
generalized sequential pattern (GSP) (Zhang et al., 2001), and PrefixSpan algorithms (Pei et al., 2001). A large portion of
the sequence database in the GSP algorithm is typically accompanied by numerous candidate nodes, which also require
a scan round (Zhang et al., 2001). However, the sequence mode is too long in practice because of the explosive num-
ber of possible subsequence patterns. The Apriori algorithm is an improved GSP algorithm to a certain extent; it can
process long sequences by reducing the quantity of candidate modes (Perego et al., 2001). Nevertheless, the Apriori
algorithm still generates numerous candidate modes. This algorithm requires an exercise scan round of the database in
incremental mining, which leads to the high space and time complexities. The PrefixSpan algorithm does not require a
scan round of the database in decremental mining; instead, it adopts a pseudo projection technology to reduce the
time for algorithm operation (Pei et al., 2001).
Based on the PrefixSpan, we designed the algorithm MiningMP to mine the movement pattern, which reflects the
movement regularity of one individual. The formal description of the mining movement pattern can be seen in
Appendix B. The basic idea of the algorithm MiningMP is to begin with finding sequential patterns of CTraj containing
only items, and then recursively mine the longer sequential patterns of CTraj by growing the number of items until
reaching the assigned length of the sequential pattern. Through collecting and analyzing movement patterns of multi-
ple individuals, valuable knowledge about social trends can be discovered from the statistical results. Here we use the
maximum frequency (i.e. count value) mined from frequent patterns to predict which location the user would most
likely visit again. The illustration of the Algorithm MiningMP can be seen in Table 1, where CTraj is a part of input of
the algorithm MiningMP, andMPSet is a part of the output.
3.5 | Geographic recommendation services
Frequent patterns mined from GPS trajectory data provide a good foundation for a recommendation service. There are
two ways to make high-quality recommendations. The first way is to use more information, such as check-in or friend-
ship data, as well as the latitude, longitude, and time. This should increase user satisfaction by providing additional
information in our GSRM. The second way is to use a server-side API (Application Program Interface), such as Google
FIGURE 3 MapReduce design for the GSRM clustering algorithm
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or Baidu Maps, to obtain multiple attributes about POIs around the specified coordinates. Because the availability of
check-in or friendship information is limited, we adopt this latter approach.
The framework of our geographic recommendation service is illustrated in Figure 4. We first compute the coordi-
nates of the center point in each cluster. By matching the computed coordinates with the coordinates of POIs within
some search radius, we construct linked lists with different interesting attributes for each cluster. For example, accord-
ing to the result of MiningMP, when User-X’s next movement position is C2, the corresponding POI is in the linked list
POIs-k (k52). By combining this with the context of User-X (Mon–Sun 11:00–13:00), we traverse the POIs-2 list and
find the attribute that is most relevant to the keyword input by User-X (i.e. restaurant). Finally, User-X is recommended
to visit the restaurant with the maximum heat.
To display the matched POIs visually, a GUI based on the Baidu Map has also been developed.
4 | EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
4.1 | Experimental data set
Experiments were conducted based on real GPS trajectories from Microsoft Research Asia that included 182 users
within a period of five years from April 2007 to August 2012 (Zheng & Xie, 2011). A GPS trajectory of this dataset is
represented by a sequence of time-stamped points, each of which contains the information of latitude, longitude, and
altitude, which were measured every 1-5 seconds. The entire size of the GPS data for all users is 1.58 GB. The cluster-
ing algorithm operates over a distributed environment that uses ApacheTM Hadoop (Hadoop Version 1.2.1) and is
implemented in this prototype under Linux 12.04. We respectively ran the DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al., 1996) and
TABLE 1 Users’ cluster trajectory and running results of MiningMP
CTraj id CTraj CTrajPrefix MPSet
152 52 152 152 181 count544
128 152 52 184 152 152 152 1 count5 34
. . . 152 52 count 534
157 139 108 157 139 139 count515
62 157 139 139 157 139 157 139 108 count58
. . . 157 139 167 count53
131 70 108 131 70 108(stop) count56
167 131 70 108 1 131 70 108 131 70 108 1 count55
. . . . . .
FIGURE 4 Framework of geographic recommendation services
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the GSRM clustering algorithm based on k-means to cluster Stay Points in a single computer before we used the dis-
tributed platform. Then, five nodes (Ubuntu 1-Ubuntu 5) were built. Ubuntu 1 is the name node, whereas Ubuntu 2-
Ubuntu 5 are the data nodes.
4.2 | Stay Points creation
To generate Stay Points based on our dataset, we set the two parameters to be Tthreh ð300 secÞ and Dthreh ð200mÞ, and
the results of generating Stay Points can be seen in Table 2. Based on the interface of the Baidu Map, all the stay
points could be displayed on the map.
4.3 | Clustering process
To improve the speed of the clustering process, we utilized the Hadoop platform to run the GSRM clustering algo-
rithm. The results of the algorithm ClusteringStayPoints can be seen in Figure 5. Figure 5 depicts an experimental
result with 200 clusters, in which the red points express the centers of clusters and the blue points express Stay
Points.
The GSRM in our article is based on k-means11 (Arthur et al., 2007), which has also been compared to DBSCAN
(Ester et al., 1996) that employs a density-based method. Taking the GPS data from User 10 as an example, we com-
pared our proposed model with DBSCAN by defining a metric SSD (Summation of the Square of the Distance,
Equation 1) as accuracy. The smaller SSD means higher accuracy, in other words, for SSD, smaller values are better.
SSD5
Xnn
i51
Xmm
j51
ðSij2CenteriÞ2;mm5jCij; nn5jCj (1)
where, jCj is the total number of clusters; jCij is the total number of members in the ith cluster; Centeri is the center
pointer of the ith cluster; and Sij is the j
th member of the ith cluster.
TABLE 2 The results of generating Stay Points
TthrehðsÞ DthrehðmÞ Original number of GPS points Number of generated Stay Points
300 200 24,876,978 41,725
FIGURE 5 All center points of 200 clusters and their Stay Points
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The parameter “distance threshold” of our algorithm is very important for data clustering. From the experiments,
we find that with the parameter “distance threshold” varying from 100 to 200, and to 300 (m), the value of SSD
monotonously rises from 969 to 982,996 (km*km), while the iteration number of the algorithm decreases from 31 to
27, and to 23. A smaller “distance threshold” leads to a smaller cluster region. Considering the tradeoff between the
accuracy and the converging number, we set the parameter “distance threshold” to be 200. The experimental results
can be seen in Figure 6 as follows.
As shown in Figure 6, 10 clusters were obtained based on the GSRM algorithm, while 19 clusters were obtained
based on the DBSCAN algorithm. In the case of a small scale example, the computing time on a single node is better
while it will not be out of memory with increasing the size of data. Furthermore, with increasing numbers of nodes, the
computing time will decrease. As shown in Table 3, GSRM based on k-means11 was still selected because of the
computation efficiency and scalability.
Furthermore, we also found that varying the parameter “distance threshold” of the GSRM algorithm has little influ-
ence on the distribution of clusters, as shown in Figure 7, where the X axis denotes the number of points of clusters,
and the Y axis denotes the value of SSD (km*km). On the contrary, DBSCAN is more sensitive to parameters such as e
(radius of cluster) and min_m (Minimum of cluster members), as shown in Table 4. Therefore, it is more suitable to use
k-means in our GSRM than DBSCAN for clustering GPS trajectory data.
FIGURE 6 Two different clustering results of User #10 byGSRM
TABLE 3 Five different cases for clustering task case 1 using DBSCAN on a single node with e50.2 minp 55;
case 2 using k-means11 on a single node; case 3 using k-means11 on two nodes; case 4 using k-means11 on
three nodes; case 5 using k-means11 on four nodes.
Size of data Time(s)case 1# Time(s)case 2# Time(s)case 3# Time(s)case 4# Time(s)case 5#
2.2 MB 25 992 678 652 647
22 MB 254 1,023 816 758 738
220 MB 2,898 1,811 1,171 1,018 922
1.1 G out of memory 5,111 2,892 2,064 1,886
2.2 G out of memory 8,906 5,246 3,715 3,349
4.4 G out of memory 17,075 10,166 7,299 6,456
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4.4 | Predication of the movement position
In order to further evaluate the predictions results produced by the MiningMP algorithm, two important metrics were
defined, effectiveness and accuracy:
effectiveness5100%3
1
x
Xx
i51
ni
mi
(2)
accuracy5100%3
1
x
Xx
i51
ti
ni
(3)
where x is the total number of users, mi is the total number of GPS trajectories of User i, ni is the effective number of
GPS trajectories among mi, and ti is the accurate predicted number of GPS trajectories among ni.
For the data of all GPS trajectories, it is not guaranteed that there exists a pattern. If a pattern can be mined by
MiningMP, ni increases by one when this mining procedure is effective. Furthermore, if the location obtained from
MiningMP is the same as the actual location, ti increases by one when this prediction is correct. Equations 2 and 3 are
the average values of the predictions of all users. Three experiments were conducted, i.e. considering: the time factor,
the fixed sample rate, and the varying sample rate.
Under the same experimental condition, before the time factor was considered, effectiveness544.68% and accu-
racy538.05%. After the time factor was considered, for workdays, effectiveness565.02% and accuracy561.17%; for
weekends, effectiveness551.77% and accuracy553.19%. Both the effectiveness and accuracy of predictions were
improved. Then, we divided the five-year dataset into Part1 with Rate1 and Part2 with Rate2. Part1 was used as sam-
ple data in the MiningMP algorithm, and Part2 was used as validation data. Both parts were formed from historic data.
Suppose the current sequence of User 128 is 91 ! 118. Now we predict the next location by using the
MiningMP algorithm to mine the pattern from Part1. The data structure of the next location in the sequences is
FIGURE 7 SSD vs. the varying parameter of k-means11
TABLE 4 SSD vs. the parameters of DBSCAN
e (km) min_m DBSCAN-SSD(km* km)
0.2 5 5,257
0.2 3 5,287
1 5 319,353
1 3 905,816
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defined as (location ID, count). Furthermore, under the same environment, we conducted further experiments and
compared the accuracy of location recommendation with the existing methods (e.g. the methods proposed by Yuan
et al., 2013). The dataset used by Yuan et al. (2013) includes multiple items of information (i.e. users, POIs, check-ins,
and geographical range). Thus, a unified framework that incorporates temporal and social influences from check-ins
with spatial influence was proposed (Yuan et al., 2013). Temporal influence here refers to the number of check-ins at a
given time, and social influence means the similarity between two users based on their check-in records. Because there
is a lack of check-in and social information of users in GPS trajectory data, in predicting locations, we have only consid-
ered the spatial influence based on the method of Yuan et al. (2013). From the experimental results shown in Figure 8,
we can see that the two curves, which are from our GSRM and the method with spatial influence (Yuan et al., 2013),
exhibit a similar trend. The average accuracy of GSRM is 0.469684, better than the 0.391280 of the baseline (Yuan
et al., 2013). This is because GSRM exploits the historic user movement information, determines frequent patterns,
and recommends locations with higher frequencies that have been visited.
While running MiningMP, the next location may be one of several different locations with different counts, such
as (32,25), (120,20), (26,3). The predicted sequence by MiningMP is 91 ! 118 ! 32, since the location ID 32 has the
maximal count 25. If the ID of the actual next location is 32, then this prediction is correct. If there exists “91, 118, 32,
167 count521”, the ID of the actual location in Part2 is indeed 32. Thus, this prediction is correct. Furthermore, we
added a group experiment to analyze the influence of varying parameter rate of samples from 100% to 20% on the
prediction effectiveness and accuracy (as shown in Table 5). We adopted the average rate of all prediction results dur-
ing our experiments. The experimental results are shown in Figure 9. The trends of both curves are consistent with the
theoretical analysis, i.e., the higher the number of samples, the higher the effectiveness and accuracy.
We found that the trend is that effectiveness and accuracy of predictions both decrease with a decreasing number
of samples because the effectiveness of the mined pattern decreases. Note that there exists a fluctuation when Rate is
50%. The reason for this may be that we only used 182 users for our sample, which is likely not big enough. We plan
to continue our research on this point in the future.
FIGURE 8 Performance comparison of differentmethodswith 20 sample points
TABLE 5 The influence of varying parameter rate of samples
Rate of samples (%) 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20
Effectiveness(%) 53.69 51.23 49.55 47.80 46.46 44.62 44.47 43.08 40.94
Accuracy (%) 57.15 56.93 52.31 50.82 47.42 49.35 48.36 47.15 42.00
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4.5. | Recommendation services
According to the method in Section 3.5, we can provide recommendation services for users based on their movement
patterns, which are mined in Section 3.4. As for local people, according to the frequent patterns mined from GPS tra-
jectory data in each user’s logs, we know the next position that users go to with the maximum frequency. We can
determine the cluster that this next position belongs to, and then compute the coordinates of the center point of the
cluster and match the computed coordinates with the search radius and the coordinates of POIs, which are obtained
using the API (Application Program Interface) from Baidu Maps. Tourists will be recommended to visit those places
that have the maximum frequency in the frequent patterns mined from local people. Taking some clusters displayed on
a map of Beijing as an example, our GSRM algorithm can make recommendation services by inputting keywords (e.g.
restaurant) in advance. In order to evaluate our recommendation’s result, we further displayed recommendations on
the map. As shown in Figure 10, the result of the recommendation service is the location of Cluster 97 displayed at
the cross intersection point. Suppose the next location of a user is Cluster 97 and the context time is 11:30 a.m., we
can provide a restaurant service such as the name of the Huang Cheng Restaurant and its address and telephone num-
ber. If we draw a circle with its center at the recommendation’s place and a radius of 1,500 m, we can see that the cen-
ter point of Cluster 97 is within this circle’s scope.
FIGURE 9 The influence of varying parameter rate of samples
FIGURE 10 Results of a recommendation service on BaiduMap
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5 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Location-based service recommendations have received increasing attention in recent years. However, most of the cur-
rently available applications can only present limited location and GPS trajectory information to users, which may not
be appropriate. In this study, a GSRM algorithm is proposed to retrieve the users’ preferences and provide the users
with appropriate recommender services through processing the following three steps. Firstly, considering the temporal
and spatial characteristics of GPS trajectory data, Stay Points are extracted from the GPS trajectories data by applying a
time filter, and a distributed algorithm for parallel clustering data is designed by comparing the spatial similarity of Stay
Points. Compared with centralized computation, clustering time can be tremendously reduced when using paralleliza-
tion. Secondly, after analyzing how varying parameters influence the effectiveness of clustering GPS trajectory data,
movement patterns can also be mined to predict subsequent movement locations, and recommend LBS successfully.
Lastly, an integrated prototype system is effectively developed and was successfully implemented on real GPS trajecto-
ries from Microsoft Research Asia. The experimental results could clearly demonstrate that our proposed GSRM model
is effective and efficient at predicting the next location and can provide users with personalized smart recommendation
services on following possible positions with excellent performance in both scalability and adaptability.
Of course, there is still room for improvement. In the future, more user-friendly services should be developed.
Besides, inspired by the data model (Bogorny et al., 2014), we would like to consider not only GPS trajectory informa-
tion but also other semantic factors to provide more detailed and accurate services. In other words, multiple factors in
context awareness for the recommendation services like the condition of transportation and the goals of users should
also be the foci of our continuing research in the future.
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APPENDIX A
The algorithm ClusteringStayPoints consists of 15 steps. From step 1 to step 7, the set of the candidate points n can
be obtained, which are used as input in the next steps. From step 8 to step 14, the set of the clustering Stay Points CS
et can be obtained, from which users’ preferences can be reflected. Based on the CSet, we can furthermore mine the
users’ movement patterns.
FIGURE 11 Algorithm for clustering Stay Points
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APPENDIX B
The algorithm MiningMP consists of 13 steps, where step 2 transforms CTraj into sequence Sequ with items listed in
alphabetical order; step 6 is to find the set of frequent pattern items B that meets the minSup by scanning DjA once;
step 9 is to recursively mine the longer sequential patterns; step 11 is to reversely process, transforming MPSequi into
MPSeti of CTraj for each useri; and finally, the set of movement patterns is returned as a result.
FIGURE 12 AlgorithmMiningMP
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